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 Στις μέρες μας τα Εντός Σύνδεσης Κοινωνικά δίκτυα (Online Social Networks,OSNs), 
όπως το Facebook είναι πολύ δημοφιλή παγκοσμίως. Οι μηχανισμοί που παρέχουν 
(π.χ η προσθήκη Φίλων), αλληλοδιασυνδέουν τους χρήστες, δημιουργώντας έναν 
τεράστιο γράφο που απεικονίζει τις συνδέσεις ανάμεσα τους. Κάθε κόμβος (χρήστης) 
του γραφήματος, ανήκει σε μία ή περισσότερες κοινότητες χρηστών. Η εύρεση μη 
αναμενόμενων ή κρυφών συσχετίσεων στο δίκτυο, είναι ένα εξαιρετικά σημαντικό 
πρόβλημα για τους διαχειριστές/ιδιοκτήτες των OSNs. Για παράδειγμα, τους βοηθάει να 
παίρνουν αποφάσεις για το marketing. Προτείνουν συγκεκριμένα προϊόντα/υπηρεσίες 
στα μέλη της σχέσης. Επίσης, η ανακάλυψη των σχέσεων είναι σημαντική για την 
οργανωτική βελτίωση του OSN, κλπ. 
    
Στα πλαίσια αυτής της διπλωματικής εργασίας, εξετάζουμε το πρόβλημα της 
πρόβλεψης με μη επιβλέψιμο τρόπο (unsupervised) ήδη υπαρχόντων αλλά μη 
δεδηλωμένων ρομαντικών σχέσεων μεταξύ ζευγών χρηστών ενός OSN. Μέχρι τώρα, 
υπάρχουν δυο προσεγγίσεις αντιμετώπισης του προβλήματος αυτού. Η πρώτη 
ονομάζεται embeddedness και βασίζεται στην εύρεση του συνόλου των κοινών 
γνωστών μεταξύ των δυο υπό εξέταση κόμβων του OSN, και εάν το μέγεθος αυτού του 
συνόλου είναι αρκετά μεγάλο, τότε γίνεται η πρόβλεψη ότι αυτοί οι δυο κόμβοι 
βρίσκονται “σε σχέση”. Η δεύτερη και πιο πρόσφατη μέθοδος βασίζεται στην έννοια της 
dispersion. Δηλαδή όσο πιο ασθενής είναι η σύνδεση μεταξύ των κοινών φίλων δύο 
ατόμων στο δίκτυο, τόσο μεγαλύτερη είναι η πιθανότητα αυτά τα δύο άτομα να 
συνδέονται με ρομαντική σχέση. Σύμφωνα με νέα έρευνα, η μέθοδος embeddedness 
έχει επιτυχία περίπου 25% ενώ η dispersion επιτυγχάνει πρόβλεψη περίπου 60% [57]. 
Θα υλοποιήσουμε αυτές τις μεθόδους και θα συγκρίνουμε τα αποτελέσματα τους για να 





Nowadays, Online Social Networks (OSNs) like Facebook are very popular worldwide. 
The functionalities that they provide (eg. adding Friends1), interconnect the users, 
creating a huge graph which depicts the connections among them. Each node (user) of 
the graph, belongs to one or more user communities. Finding unexpected or hidden 
relationships in the network, is a crucial task for the managers/owners of the OSNs. For 
instance, it helps them taking marketing decisions. They recommend specific 
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products/services to the members of the relationship. Also, the relationships discovery 
is important for the organizational improvement of the OSN, etc. 
In the sequel of this thesis, we examine the problem of the discovery of the existing but 
not officially declared romantic relationships among OSN users in an unsupervised way. 
Until now, there are two approaches to tackle this problem. The first one which is called 
embeddedness, is based on finding the number of mutual Friends for every pair of 
nodes in the network. The larger the amount of common Friends one pair shares, the 
bigger the possibility is for this pair to be romantically related. The second and most 
recent method is called dispersion. According to this approach the possible couples are 
those whose mutual Friends are not well connected to each other. According to new 
research the method of embeddedness is approximately 25% successful whereas the 
method of dispersion is 60% [57]. We will implement these methods and compare the 
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1.1   Benefits of Social Interaction 
    
     
Since the beginning of time, people have created ways to communicate in order to co-
operate and interact with each other. This has led to the development of interpersonal 
and social relationships among them. The need to seek and maintain those 
relationships is a basic need of all human beings. In some cases genetic factors are 
behind this tendency to associate and interact with people. Affiliating with others and 
being accepted by them is as important to our psychological well-being as thirst and 
hunger are to our physical satisfaction [1]. Additionally, having friends and outside 
interests can make a difference in living longer and healthier lives. Several studies 
report fewer colds, lower blood pressure and lower heart rates in participants with 
strong social ties. Also, suicide, mental illness and alcoholism rates are much lower 
when people feel a sense of belonging. Evidence of the benefits of social interactions 
was found in these studies:  
 In one study, medical students who were assigned to work in pairs had lower 
stress levels than those who were assigned to work alone. 
 Another study reported that elderly people who like to eat out, go to movies and 
take part in other social activities live an average of two and a half years longer 
than people who spend most of their time alone. The physical health benefits of 
socializing were equal to physical exercise, even though the social activities 
involved almost no physical exertion. It wasn't physical activity or physical health 
but feeling worthwhile that led to longer life. Good health and eating counted, but 
it was social interaction that was responsible for the results. 
 In one experiment, paid volunteers had a cold virus sprayed in their noses. The 
people with very few or no social contacts were four times more likely to come 
down with cold symptoms than those with lots of social contacts.[43] 
    
With some individuals, these social interactions can span beyond what one would 
typically view as a platonic relationship. Positive romantic relationships are a crucial part 
of society in that not only do these relations affect those that are in participation, but 
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they can also have an influence on those that are in close vicinity [9]. Statistics show that 
marriage, perhaps the strongest tie, adds years to life expectancy [43].  
   
      
1.2   Offline Social Networks 
 
     
Humans are primates. Most non-human primates live in social groups, but humans are 
different because their social interactions are much more complex. We belong to 
diverse groups that span the globe and include people we have never even met. The 
idea of the social network began about a century ago in order to emphasize the 
complex social relationships that develop between different social groups at all levels, 
such as interpersonal and international. In 1954 J. A. Barnes used the term “social 
networks” to specify ways and forms of social connections. By this term he combined 
concepts used by ordinary people to the concepts used by sociologists [2]. In 1977, 
Walker, MacBride and Vachon identified the term “social networks” to depict the sum of 
”the social network of personal contacts through which the individual maintains his 
social identity, receives emotional and material support, participates in services, 
accesses to information and creates new social and professional contacts” [3]. 
Wikipedia’s definition of social networking as Lenny Zeltser reports, describes it “…as a 
social structure made up of individuals (or organizations) called ‘nodes’, which are tied 
(connected) by one or more specific types of interdependency, such as friendship, 
kinship, common interest, financial exchange, dislike, sexual relationships, or 
relationships of beliefs, knowledge or prestige.” [4]   So it is clear that people networks 
can help us with finding jobs, meeting new friends and finding partners [5]. 
 
However it is hard for someone to visit the person he wants to affiliate with if he lives in 
a long distance location. Throughout history, people tried various ways in order to 
overcome this obstacle: through pigeons, light signals, telegraph, post and telephone. 
Also getting responses a few hundred years ago meant waiting for months or a year. 
Thankfully, the 21st century gives the answer for faster communication by bringing us 
the Internet. In 1971, the first email was sent [10].In 2014 some 85 percent of the 7.1 
billion people in the world have access to the Internet [15]. 
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1.3   Online Social Networks 
 
 
1.3.1   Definition and Utility 
 
The problem with Social Networks in the real world is that most of the connections 
between people are hidden. Your network may have huge potential but it’s only as 
valuable as the people in the connections that you can see. This problem is being 
solved by one type of website called Online Social Network (OSN)[5]. Sometimes, these 
networks are called Social Networking Sites (SNSs). In the sequel of this thesis, we will 
use the two terms interchangeably.  
OSNs are Internet services with the ability for a user to create a public or semipublic 
profile in order to identify and connect with other users [8]. Predominantly they are used 
to connect with one’s existing offline networks, but they also offer the opportunity to 
identify members farther out in the collective network by tracing these first degree 
connections. While OSN sites have implemented a wide variety of technical features, 
their backbone consists of visible profiles that display an articulated list of Friends1 who 
are also users of the system [13]. Profiles are unique pages where one can ‘‘type oneself 
into being’’ [11]. The internet users determine whether and how much they share or not 
their private lives [19]. 
The visibility can result in connections between individuals that would not otherwise be 
made, but that is often not the goal, and these meetings are frequently between ‘‘latent 
ties’’ who share some offline connection [14].  Another benefit of OSNs is that they allow 
people to stay in contact or to develop new connections with individuals who may not be 
close to them geographically. Also, some SNSs even give you the advantage of 
creating a network of Friends to aid you in establishing business contacts to find a job. 
Moreover, they offer a platform for (idealized) self-presentation. Impression 
management has been found to be an important motive for setting up and maintaining a 
profile on an OSN [6]. People create desirable identities on OSN and try to become 
popular among their Friends [7]. 
    
Other aspect of OSNs is that they allow women and men to get into old but also new 
social circles of friends or acquaintances. SNSs function as a reference system in which 
individuals can easily find other people who share similar interests and lifestyle with 
them. 
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 In this sense, OSNs make easier to build romantic relationships. The romantic 
relationships that begin and evolve on the internet are called “online romantic 
relationships”, “cyber romance”. Even in the case of one of the two participants is 
experiencing the commitment also in the off internet life, it is called “cyber affair”. In 
contrast the relationships that take place off the internet are called “offline romantic 
relationships”, “real life relationships” [42]. Last but not least, OSNs can serve as an 
alternative and complementary space for maintaining intimate relationships. Intimate 
relationships not only exist in physical space, but also in digital space. Being in a happy 
relationship is for many people part of their idealized image [7, 23]. 
     
Therefore, today Social Networks are metaphorically handing over the baton to OSNs, 
which mainly differ with each other in the way of social interaction. In 2014 three-






1.3.2   How Online Social Networks Works 
 
     
 Here how OSNs works. When a person chooses to enroll in a social networking 
website, he is asked to fill out some forms of questions about his sex, his full name, his 
age and his email address or telephone number. Subsequently he is asked to give 
some more personal information, about his hometown, his residence, his educational 
level, his interests and hobbies. Then the OSN, is processing those data and suggests 
the person to connect with several other users who share things in common with him, 
like the same interests, same hometown, school etc. Also they recommend him to 
connect with users who belong to his email contacts and also have allowed their 
accounts to be found by email address. The procedure will be completed with the 
upload of a personal photo. The visibility of a profile varies by site and according to user 
discretion. After joining a social network site, users are prompted to identify others in the 
system with whom they have a relationship. The label for these relationships differs 
depending on the site—popular terms include ‘‘Friends,’’ ‘‘Contacts,’’ and ‘‘Fans.’’ Most 
OSNs require bi-directional confirmation for Friendship, but some do not. These one-
directional ties are sometimes labeled as ‘‘Fans’’ or ‘‘Followers,’’ but many sites call 
these Friends as well [13]. The term ‘‘Friends’’ can be misleading, because the 
connection does not necessarily mean friendship in the everyday vernacular sense, and 
the reasons people connect are varied [12]. Most OSNs also provide a mechanism for 
users to leave messages on their Friends’ profiles. This feature typically involves 
leaving ‘‘comments,’’ although sites employ various labels for this feature. In addition, 
OSNs often have a private messaging feature similar to webmail. While both private 
messages and comments are popular on most of the major OSNs, they are not 
universally available. 
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Beyond profiles, Friends, comments, and private messaging, OSNs vary greatly in their 
features and user base. Some have photo-sharing or video-sharing capabilities; others 
have built-in blogging and instant messaging technology. There are mobile specific 
OSNs, but some web-based OSNs also support limited mobile interactions [13]. This fact, 
when it comes to romantic relationships, creates a feeling that couples can 
communicate with each other whenever or wherever they want [19]. One affordance of 
many OSNs is the ability to publicize one’s categorical relationship status (eg., single, 
dating, married etc.) 
    
While SNSs are often designed to be widely accessible, many attract homogeneous 
populations initially, so it is not uncommon to find groups using sites to segregate 
themselves by nationality, age, educational level, or other factors that typically segment 
society, even if that was not the intention of the designers [13].  





1.3.3    Evolution and Popularity 
 
  
In figure 1, we present the milestones of OSNs evolution, 
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Figure 1 Timeline of the launch dates of many major SNSs and dates when 
community sites re-launched with OSN features[13]. 
 
 
Figure 2 illustrates the top 10 most popular OSNs in December 2014 as derived from 
eBizMBA Rank which is a continually updated average of each website’s Alexa Global 
Trafic Rank, and U.S. Traffic Rank from both Compete and Quantcast. [18] 
 
So, Facebook turned 10 years old, ancient on the social media landscape and still is on 
top. However a new survey by investment bank Piper Jaffray found that teens have 
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                         Figure 2  Top 10 most popular OSNs for 2014 
1.  Facebook 
900,000,000 users 
2.  Twitter  
310,000,000 users 
3.  Linkedin 
255,000,000 users 
4.  Printerest 
| 250,000,000 users 
5.  Google 
Plus+ 
120,000,000  users 
6.  Tumblr 
| 110,000,000 users 
7.  Instagram 
100,000,000  users 
8.  VK(VKontakte) 
80,000,000 users 
9.  Flickr 
65,000,000  users 
    10.  Vine 
42,000,000  users 
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1.4.1   Online Romantic Relationships vs Offline Romantic         
           Relationships 
 
 
Some of the factors that have been found to affect attraction and the formation of 
relationships include similarity in attitudes and values, physical proximity, physical 
attractiveness of potential partners, self-disclosure in the process of getting to know 
another person, and support from friends and family for the relationship [49, 50].  Each of 
these factors may affect relationship formation, and each may work via the medium of 
the Internet (or email) or via in-person interaction. However, these factors play out in 
different ways and points in time in the different means of meeting [46]. 
 
The process of attraction in a face-to-face romantic relationship is likely to involve first 
the influence of spatial and physical attractiveness, and then the discovery of similarity 
and the role of self-disclosure [47]. In contrast, Internet-initiated romantic relationships 
involve “an inverted developmental sequence,” which first involves a high level of 
mutual and sometimes intense self-disclosure and an initial minimal role for physical 
attractiveness and proximity. Physical attractiveness will still play a role once two people 
meet in person, but its impact may be less because it follows learning other information 
about each other. By the time two people meet “the felt intensity and meaning of any 
unappealing physical traits are then more likely to be mitigated by the overall attraction 
that exists.” [51] 
 
An interesting finding from early work on face-to-face versus online initiation is that 
Internet users may come to personally know one another better and share intimate 
knowledge more quickly than do persons who meet in person [52]. In a survey of persons 
using the Internet for matchmaking, it was found that people often spend a great 
amount of time writing about themselves and asking questions of others. Such activity 
may constitute a type of social penetration [53]. Presumably, the safety of anonymity and 
the alacrity of writing on the computer versus talking face-to-face may mediate such 
findings. In Addition, not only does the intensity of self-disclosure lead to the 
development of closeness, but closeness is also enhanced by the ability to present 
oneself carefully by editing messages and the tendency to make idealistic attributes of 
the (initially distant) other [54]. 
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 Although closeness based on intense self-disclosure may develop more quickly in the 
Internet-developed relationships, the relationships may also more easily and quickly 
dissolve if there is not an adequate reward/cost ratio. That is, there may be fewer 






1.4.2   OSNs vs Dating Websites 
   
 
SNSs can create the illusion of having options, which leads to people looking at them as 
an attractive people menu instead of a means of keeping contact with friends and family 
[18]. Many OSNs provide an online environment for people to communicate and 
exchange personal information for dating purposes. Intentions can vary from looking for 
a one time date, short-term relationships, and long-term relationships [21]. Online dating 
sites are similar to SNSs in the sense that users create profiles to meet and 
communicate with others, but their activities on such sites are for the sole purpose of 
finding a person of interest to date. OSNs do not necessarily have to be for dating; 
many users simply use it for keeping in touch with friends, and colleagues. However, an 
important difference between OSNs and online dating services is the fact that online 
dating sites usually require a fee, where social networks are free [22]. This difference is 
one of the reasons the online dating industry is seeing a massive decrease in revenue 
due to many users opting to use OSN services instead. Whether it’s the cost of the 
services, the variety of users with different intentions, or any other reason, it is 
undeniable that social networking sites are quickly becoming the new way to find dates 
online [20]. 
 
 As visiting OSNs becomes a daily ritual for so many people and these networks allow 
them to manage individuals’ social capital, it becomes necessary to redefine notions 
such as intimacy, love, romantic, sexuality. As love becomes mobile, couples develop 
new strategies of attachment and escape. Flexibility in the postmodern era creates 
flexible attachments between people. OSNs are tools used for managing our 
relationships, attaching to others but also separate from them [19].    
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1.4.3   The Four Stages of Online Romance  
 
 
This is how people engage in relationship initiation through OSNs. The relationship 
development is presented as progressing through the following stages: zero contact, 
unilateral awareness, surface contact, and a continuum of mutuality. We will refer to the 
two people who are meeting as P (Person) and O (Other).  
    
Level 0 (zero contact) serves primarily as a benchmark, but the first stage (Level 1) in 
which relationship initiation occurs is unilateral awareness. At this stage, P becomes 
aware of O. O may become aware of P at nearly the same time, at a later time, or not at 
all. P sends a “Friend request” to O. If O will confirm it, they will become Friends and 
they will proceed to the next stage. 
 
At Level 2, surface contact, P and O have initial contact. They try to learn more about 
each other through regular personal messaging where they declare their points of view 
and attitude. At this stage the texting style and the speed with which they answer to the 
messages constitute important factors for the development of sympathy or attraction 
between them. 
 
 If positive impressions are formed between P and O at surface contact, the relationship 
may progress to Level 3, a stage representing increasing degrees of mutuality, during 
which more mutual disclosure, discovery and investment occur. They exchange more 
regularly text messages and phone calls. At this stage they may arrange an offline 
meeting and continue their relationship in the real life. Of course, the relationship could 
end at any time, and often does end after brief surface contact occurring through 
Internet interactions. 
 
However, romantic relationships on the internet cannot be considered integrated and 
robust if they remain at this level. The physical contact is human need for the 
development of a relationship. So cyberspace can be considered as a preliminary stage 
exploratory meeting and acquaintance, and not as a place of integration of a love 
affair.[45] 
 
If P and O do meet offline, the relationship is likely to either move to deeper levels of 
mutuality or end if they discover the chemistry they had online does not transfer to face-
to-face interaction. It has been noted that many online relationships fade away well 
before personal contact occurs, and many others are likely to end after a first meeting 
[47]. Not only does lack of chemistry in face-to-face interaction cool what might have 
been a spark of romance occurring in online communication, but so does any 
disappointment experienced if it is realized that the other misrepresented him/herself in 
their profile [48]. 
 
In conclusion, the online relationships are different from those in 'real' life, however 
there is also the possibility to become similar to them. [44] 
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1.5   Romantic Affairs on Facebook 
 
 
1.5.1    Public Display of Commitment and “Love Performance” 
 
 
Facebook is a more closed network than others and it is considered as a more private 
space than Twitter or Instagram [19].  Online displayed affection is called a public display 
of commitment [28,30]. Lover’s discourse changes: sharing one Facebook account, 
uploading photographs, sharing love songs, poems, love quotes in profile pages, 
shooting or posting video clips about love, communicate with and about the partner etc. 
compose new activities of couples [19].  
       
Public displays of commitment also mean displaying such things as “liking” and 
commenting pictures or status updates, or sharing inside jokes on a future partner’s 
wall. People tend to pay attention to how other couples interact via this feature and 
make judgments about their relationships. For example, people can learn or infer 
aspects of other relationships from seeing changes in language use and communication 
frequency in wall posts [38].  
     
Facebook “pokes” are even considered public displays of commitment [28,32,33]. “Poking” 
is a private way to flirt online, or let a user to know that you have been looking at their 
page. Users will receive a notification that they have been “poked” and who sent the 
poke.  
     
The most apparent illustration of romantic relationships can be found through the profile 
picture [26,28,29,30]. Recent evidence suggests that people who are more satisfied in their 
romantic relationships are more apt to post a “usie” as a primary Facebook profile 
picture compared to those who are less satisfied [38]. Uploading pictures is commonly 
used to signal possessiveness, especially among female participants [38].      
     
Facebook allows users to identify and link to their romantic partner on their profile. 
Publicizing this relationship status is known among the users as going Facebook official 
(FBO) [26,27]. Because this status requires both parties to consent to the posting and thus 
acknowledge the relationship amidst their social circles, going FBO has significant 
implications between partners as well as between the couple and the external network 
[27]. However it is found that even if partners are using the same label, it can have 
different meanings. Men are less likely than women to believe that FBO implies 
exclusivity in the relationship and more likely to believe that a person may still be 
seeking other partners outside of the posted relationship [25]. Being Facebook official 
often leads to an increasing overlap of Facebook Friends.  
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The linking feature of relationship status provides one partner’s Friends easy access to 
their romantic partner’s profile, and the ease of friending someone on Facebook further 
enables this kind of “cross interaction” between one person and their partner’s friends 
[38]. 
 
One of the important features of SNSs is encouraging internet users to exhibit an 
“identity performance” (Goffman). So Many couples present a love performance in 
OSNs scene. The more past relationships the users have, the more interests they list in 
their Facebook Profiles [39].Nevertheless intimate relationships immigrate into digital 
space from physical space and become a theatrical performance [19]. Low self-esteem 
individuals may compensate their lack of self-esteem by publicly displaying a happy 
relationship [23]. Couples play a “love scene” in front of their Friends in SNSs. Love and 
intimate relationship become a fact to be approved by others. When there is a problem 
between couples, silence remains, the relationship status turns from “in a relationship” 
into “single”, man or woman share their frustrations with their Friends in social media or 
they share indirect and allegoric message for each other [19].On the other hand, finding 
public expressions of love on the OSNs could strengthen the relationship and induce 
relationship happiness [24]. Also people who report appearing in more photos with their 
partner in their status updates tend to have closer romantic relationships [39]. It is found 
that as couples get more intimate, Facebook usage decreases [36]. 
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1.5.2    Suspicion, Jealousy and Monitoring 
 
    
 SNSs can make things more complicated causing suspicion, jealousy and even 
romantic breakups [19]. The use of media has change the way people interact and has 
made people nosier [55]. Facebook as entity allows couples to gain more insight to each 
other’s previous relationships, which can directly cause issues [35].Other reason is 
because OSNs increase the amount of information that individuals receive about their 
partners [23]. Information about the actions of Friends is automatically pushed into the 
user’s news feed, and is not secretly pulled from the partner’s profile.  
Couples, often make quarrels on what they share or whom they talk to, and they 
become addicted to OSNs visiting their partner’s profile page every day [19]. OSNs offer 
a socially accepted way of monitoring the partner because of their public character. This 
is the second most commonly reported act of Facebook [31] and as self-disclosure 
increases (stage of relationship) surveillance also increases [36]. Furthermore getting 
information about a former lover is tempting for most people [28,34]. It is found that people 
would rather monitor a former lover or their current partner, rather than develop a new 
online relationship in the online environment [31]. Especially low-self esteem individuals 
experience relationship threats on OSNs [23]. 




1.5.3    Online Cheating 
 
 
With the rise of OSNs, new temptations and opportunities to cheat are created, partner 
choices increases, and “underground relationships” (online cheating) become 
widespread. Individuals who believe that their relationship are boring, or when a sole 
partner cannot satisfy them, or if they are antisocial may use OSNs as an alternative, a 
cheaper and a risk free partner-finding tool. The private messaging and options for 
subtle flirtation (e.g. liking of pictures) aren’t an excuse or validation for cheating, but 
they certainly increase the chances of it happening [19,41]. Previous research found that 
disagreements about posting FBO status are linked to relationship dissatisfaction [26,27]. 
Furthermore, men may agree to post this status on Facebook to secure the fidelity of 
one woman while continuing to pursue other relationships simultaneously because they 
do not view FBO as serious as their partner does [25]. SNSs give us tools to show our 
lifestyles; so it becomes easier to find a partner who shares similar lifestyle. Margin of 
error can be higher than face-to-face communication as individuals display “idealized 
identities” in SNSs [7].  
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1.5.4    Cyber Emotion 
 
OSNs protect couples “from breaking the spell” happened when they meet face-to-face. 
Individuals use SNSs as a cheaper tool in order to satisfy their emotional and 
recognition needs that they cannot get in their real lives.  
In OSNs emotions become viral [19]. A resent Facebook experiment illustrated this 
emotional contagion. They found for  people who had positive content reduced in their 
News Feed, a larger percentage of words in people’s status updates were negative and 
a smaller percentage were positive. When negativity was reduced, the opposite pattern 
occurred. Thus, online messages influence our experience of emotions, which may 
affect a variety of offline behaviors [40]. According to Bauman, virtual relationships are 
fragile. Removing someone from friends’ list may be seen as an effective tactic without 
arguing [19]. When it comes to Twitter it is found that after the break up there is a sudden 
change in each partners’ network of connections. Each partners’ number of Friends and 
followers drops by around 15-20 [37].  
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 In a social network, an individual’s network neighborhood—the set of people to whom 
he or she is linked — has been shown to have important consequences in a wide range 
of settings, including social support [58,59] and professional opportunities[60,61] . A 
person’s network neighbors, taken as a whole, encompass a profoundly diverse set of 
relationships — they typically include family members, co-workers, friends of long 
duration, distant acquaintances, potentially a spouse or romantic partner, and a variety 
of other categories.                                                                                            
 
A crucial task in the analysis of on-line social-networking systems is to identify important 
people — those linked by strong social ties—within an individual’s network 
neighborhood. Tie strength informally refers to the ‘closeness’ of a friendship; Strong 
ties are typically ‘embedded’ in the network, surrounded by a large number of mutual 
friends [62,63], and often involving large amounts of shared time together [64] and 
extensive interaction [65] . Weak ties, in contrast, often involve few mutual friends and 
can serve as ‘bridges’ to diverse parts of the network, providing access to novel 
information [60,61]. 
     
 A fundamental question connected to our understanding of strong ties is to identify the 
most important individuals in a person’s social network neighborhood using the 
underlying network structure. What are the defining structural signatures of a person’s 
strongest ties, and how do we recognize them?  
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Recent work has developed methods of analyzing and estimating tie strength in on-line 
domains, drawing on data from e-mail [66], phone calls [67], and social media [68]. Here we 
investigate it for a particular category of strong ties, those involving spouses or romantic 
partners. We organize our analysis around a basic question: given all the connections 
among a person’s friends, can you recognize his or her romantic partner from the 





2.2    Algorithm 1; Embeddedness 
 
 
2.2.1    Definition and Example 
 
 
The key structural feature used in previous analyses is the notion of embeddedness — 
the number of mutual friends two people share [64], a quantity that typically increases 
with tie strength. Embeddedness has also served as the key definition in structural 
analyses for the special case of relationship partners, since it captures how much the 
two partners’ social circles ‘overlap’ [69,70]. Backstone and Kleinberg evaluated this 
embeddedness-based predictor, and others, according to their performance: the fraction 
of instances on which they correctly identify the partner. Under this measure, 
embeddedness achieves a performance of 24.7%. 
 
In Figure 3, it is illustrated an example of embeddedness.  The links from u to b, c, and f 
all have embeddeness 5 (the highest value in this neighborhood), whereas the link from 
u to h has an embeddedness of 4. In other words, u has 5 Friends in common with b, c 
and f, and 4 friends in common with h. 
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Figure 3  A synthetic example network neighborhood for a user u; the links from 




2.2.2   Disadvantages of Embeddedness 
 
 
However Lars Backstrom and Jon Kleinberg recently found that embeddedness is in 
fact a comparatively weak means of characterizing romantic relationships. The main 
disadvantage of this method is that the number of common Friends may be formed by 
diverse factors, like by the working environment of the two nodes. If for instance they 
are co-workers it is reasonable to have many Friends in common without of course 
being romantically related. Backstrom and Kleinberg proposed an alternative network 
measure that they term dispersion and it is significantly more effective. They showed 
that it is possible to achieve more than twice the performance of embeddeness. 
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2.3.1   Definition and Example 
 
 Dispersion, the new network measure for estimating tie strength Backstrom and 
Kleinberg proposed, broadens the range of tools available for reasoning about tie 
strength, and about mechanisms for tie strength classification in on-line domains. 
Dispersion, looks not just at the number of mutual friends of two people, but also at the 
network structure on these mutual friends; roughly, a link between two people has high 
dispersion when their mutual friends are not well connected to one another. We define 
Cuv to be the set of common neighbors of u and v. We define the absolute dispersion of 
the u-v link, disp(u,v), to be the sum of all pairwise distances between nodes in Cuv, as 
measured in Gu –{u,v }; that is, 
                                                                 
where dv is a distance function on the nodes of Cuv. 
     
In figure 4, it is illustrated an example of dispersion. The nodes u and h are the unique 
pair of intermediaries from the nodes c and f to the nodes j and k; the u-h link has 
greater dispersion than the links from u to b, c, and f. In other words, in the 
neighborhood  c , f, h, u, j, k, the common friends of u and h are c, f, j and k. Now we 
estimate the connections among those common Friends. Initially we count the minimum 
distance from each node to another.  
 
( c, f ) = 1 
( c, j ) = 2 
( c, k ) = 3 
( f, j ) = 2 
( f, k ) = 2 
( j, k ) = 1 
 
According to definition, the absolute dispersion will be the sum of all pairwise distances 
between nodes. ( c, f ) + ( c, j ) + ( c, k ) + ( f, j ) + ( f, k ) + (j, k) = 1+2+3+2+2+1=11 
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Figure 4  A synthetic example network neighborhood for a user u; nodes u and h 
are the unique pair of intermediaries from the nodes c and to the nodes j and k; 
the u-h link has greater dispersion than the links from u to b, c, an f. 
   
 
 
2.4   Dispersion vs Embeddedness 
 
Many individuals have large clusters of friends corresponding to well-defined foci of 
interaction in their lives, such as their cluster of co-workers or the cluster of people with 
whom they attended college. Since many people within these clusters know each other, 
the clusters contain links of very high embeddedness, even though they do not 
necessarily correspond to particularly strong ties. 
 
In contrast, the links to a person’s relationship partner or other closest friends may have 
lower embeddedness, but they will often involve mutual neighbors from several different 
foci, reflecting the fact that the social orbits of these close friends are not bounded 
within any one focus. Dispersion achieves more than twice the performance of the 
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2.5   Results of Backstrom and Kleinberg algorithm 
 
Figure 5, illustrates the performance of different measures for identifying spouses and 
romantic partners; the numbers in the table give the precision at the first position –the 




     
 Figure 5 The performance of different measures of identifying spouses and         
romantic partners. Dispersion performs approximately twice as well as the 
standard notion of embeddeness, and also better overall than measures based on 
profile viewing and presence the in the same photo. 
      
 
 
Backstrom and Kleinberg also compared these structural measures to features derived 
from a variety of different forms of real-time interaction between users—including the 
viewing of profiles, sending of messages, and co-presence at events. The use of such 
‘interaction features’ as a comparison baseline is motivated by the way in which tie 
strength can be estimated from the volume of interaction between two people[65,72].The 
performance is much higher for married users (60.7%) than for users in a relationship 
(34.4%). Furthermore it is found that when it comes to married couples, dispersion 
performs better than measures based on profile viewing and the opposite is true for 
users in a relationship. The results are the same for gay population. 
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In this section, we will present the evaluation of the two competing methods for a 
number of real complex networks. Firstly, we will give the source code of the methods’ 
implementation; then we will describe the real networks used for the evaluation, and 
finally we will show the results. Our main goal in this thesis is to test whether the two 
methods produce really different results. Even though, we may not know which are the 
(and if there are any) romantic relationships in the network, if we show that the two 
methods produce identical results, then we will have proved that none of them is 
significantly better than the other, and we will have opened a road for new research. 
 
 
3.1   Source Code of Embeddedness 
 
  We implemented the source code of Embeddedness in C++. The code is given below. 
//int NOnodes is the total number of nodes for the network. 
//int ***refG is a reference to the 2Darray [NOnodes][NOnodes] which   
               maintains all the connections for each pair of nodes. 
//int common is the counter of the common Friends for each pair of nodes. 
//int CFrnds[NOnodes][NOnodes] is the array which maintains the number of               
                               common Friends each pair of nodes share. 
 
 
void KNCommonFriends::FindCommonFriends( int ***refG ) 
{ 
int common =0; 
   
     for(int i=0;i<NOnodes;++i)  
    
        for(int x=i+1;x<NOnodes;++x) 
     
   for( int j=0; j<NOnodes;++j) 
   { 
       if( j>i ){ 
     if ( (*refG)[i][j] == 1 && (*refG)[x][j] == 1) common++; 
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        } 
    
         } 
    CFrnds[i][x] = common; 






3.2   Source Code of Dispersion 
 
We implemented the source code of Dispersion in C++. The code is given below. 
//int ***refD is the 2D array which maintains the hops among all the nodes 
//int ***refCF is the 2D array which maintains the number of mutual friends    
               for every pair of nodes.  
//int DSP[NOnodes][NOnodes][NOnodes] is the 3D array who maintains the common  
                                     friends for every pair of nodes. 
//int AbDSP[NOnodes][NOnodes] is the 2D array who maintains the absolute    
                              dispersion for every pair of nodes. 
 
void Dispersion::AbsoluteDispersion(int ***refD, int ***refCF) 
{ 
 int nOcf; 
 int hmd; 
 int *sum; 
 int cnt; 
 int d1,d2; 
 int AbSum; 
  
      for(int i=0;i<NOnodes;i++) 
          for(int j=0;j<NOnodes;j++) 
   
   if( (*refCF)[i][j]>1)//more than one common friend 
   { 
    nOcf= (*refCF)[i][j];//how many common friends 
    hmd=0; 
    AbSum=0; 
    for(int l=nOcf-1;l>0;l--) 
    { 
     hmd=hmd+l; 
    } 
    cnt=0; 
    sum=new int [hmd]; 
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    for(int k=0;k<nOcf-1;k++) 
        for(int m=k+1;m<nOcf;m++) 
          d1=DSP[i][j][k]; 
      d2=DSP[i][j][m]; 
      sum[cnt] = (*refD)[d1][d2]; 
      cnt++; 
      
    for(int g=0;g<hmd;g++) 
        AbSum=AbSum+sum[g]; 
     
    AbDSP[i][j]=AbSum; 
   } 






3.3   Complex networks description 
 
We took three complex networks of different sizes from the Koblenz Network Collection 
(http://konect.uni-koblenz.de/), and we constructed a fourth one from the Facebook 
neighborhood of a real Facebook user.  
 
The first network named karate.net is the well-known Zachary karate club network. The 
data was collected from the members of a university karate club by Wayne Zachary in 
1977. Each node represents a member of the club, and each edge represents a friend 
tie between two members of the club. This is a classical social network dataset from the 
literature. The network is very small. The second network named dolphins.net, is a 
directed social network of bottlenose dolphins. The nodes are the bottlenose dolphins 
(genus Tursiops) of a bottlenose dolphin community living off Doubtful Sound, a fjord in 
New Zealand (spelled fiord in New Zealand). An edge indicates a frequent association. 
The dolphins were observed between 1994 and 2001.The third network named 
lesmiserables.net is an undirected network that contains co-occurances of characters in 
Victor Hugo's novel 'Les Misérables'. A node represents a character and an edge 
between two nodes shows that these two characters appeared in the same chapter of 
the book. The weight of each link indicates how often such a co-appearance occured. 
The fourth network named Sgraph.net is constructed manually and it represents the 
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Their characteristics are illustrated in Figure 6. The first network, karate.net has 35 
nodes, the second dolphins.net has 62 nodes, the third lesMiserables.net has 77 nodes, 
and the fourth Sgraph.net has 399 nodes. The Karate and Sgraph networks are quite 
sparse, whereas the other two are denser. All four networks are comprised by clear 
communities (dense clusters of nodes).  
 
 
           .net file        number of vertices         number of edges 
karate.net                  35                                  78        
dolphins.net                  62                 159 
lesmiserable.net                  77                 254 
Sgraph.net                 399                1307 
        Figure 6  Characteristics of the complex networks examined.  
  
 
For each network, we run the source code of embeddedness and dispersion, to find the 
top 50 candidate couples of a romantic relationship. To compare the results of 
embeddedness and dispersion we used Kendall’s tau. 
 
 It is a coefficient that represents the degree of concordance between two 
columns of ranked data.  
 The greater the number of “inversions”, the smaller the coefficient will be. 
 Range: -1.0 to 1.0 
 Formula Kendall’s tau = C-D/C+D 
 C: Concordant pairs is the number of observed ranks bellow a particular rank 
which are larger in value than that particular rank. 
 D: Discordant pairs is the number of observed ranks bellow a particular rank 
which are smaller in value than that particular rank.[56] 
 
3.4   Results 
 
Firstly, we calculated the Kendall tau index among the ranked lists returned by the 
competing methods. Figure 7 illustrates the Kendall’s tau between the top 50 results of 
embeddedness and dispersion for each network.  
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           .net file          Kendall’s      
           tau 
karate.net                  0.78           
dolphins.net                  0.69 
lesmiserable.net                  0.76 
Sgraph.net                  0.95 
                            Figure 7  Kendall tau of the examined networks. 
 
At first glance, we see that the two methods return quite similar ranked lists; their 
similarity is always almost above 0.70 for all four networks examined. This result implies 
that it is not possible the predictive capability (of the romantic relationships) of any 
method to be significantly higher than the other method’s. This contradicts the findings 
of the Backstrom’s and Kleinberg’s work [57], and therefore leaves space for further 
investigation. 
 




3.4.1 Results concerning karate.net 
 
 
We start by visualizing the connections of the network with the Pajek tool. Figure 8 
shows the Karate network neighborhoods. We observe that the network is quite sparse 
and that is consists of two communities, which is documented in various studies of this 
network. The node pair with the highest dispersion is (1, 2), and the pair with the highest 
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In Figure 9 we plotted the correlation of the ranked lists returned by the competing 
methods in the form of a scatter plot. Should there existed a perfect correlation, the 
scatter plot would appear as the straight line y=x. Now, we see that even though there 
exist some differences (before 10 and especially before 30), the similarity is quite high. 
This explains the quite high value of Kendall tau (i.e., 0.78). 
 
Figure 9  The Karate Club Scatterplot of Ranks. 
1 
2 
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3.4.2 Results concerning dolphins.net 
 
 
Figure 10 shows the 2nd file network neighborhood. This network is denser, especially 
its part appearing in the lower right corner of the image. Recall the Kendall tau of this 
network is 0.69. It seems that there is a relation between Kendall tau and density of the 
network, that is, the higher the network density is the lower the Kendall tau gets. The 
node pair with the highest dispersion is (14, 33), and the pair with the highest 
embeddedness is also (14, 33). 
 
                     Figure 10  The Dolphins complex network. 
 
In Figure 11 we plotted the correlation of the ranked lists returned by the competing 
methods in the form of a scatter plot. We see that there exist significant differences in 
the ranked lists, they are quite disturbed. 
 
       Figure 11  The Dolphins Scatterplot of Ranks. 
                        
   
   
     33 
14 
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3.4.3 Results concerning lesmiserables.net  
 
Figure 12 shows the 3rd file network neighborhood. This network is quite dense in the 
local sense, i.e., we can see several communities. Recall the Kendall tau of this network 
is 0.76. Again, we confirm that that there exists a relation between Kendall tau and 
density of the network, that is, the higher the network density is the lower the Kendall 
tau gets, but this case implies that the Kendall tau is not significantly affected by local 
densities. That is why the tau of this network is 0.76 which is greater than that of the 
Dolphins network (0.69). The node pair with the highest dispersion is (11, 27), and the 
pair with the highest embeddedness is also (11, 27). 
 
 
                           Figure 12  Les Miserables complex network. 
 
 
In Figure 13 we plotted the correlation of the ranked lists returned by the competing 
methods in the form of a scatter plot. We see that the plot is closer to the line y=x, 
implying a higher correlation.  
 
   11 
  27 
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                    Figure 13  Les Miserables Scatterplot of Ranks. 
 
3.4.4 Results concerning Sgraph.net 
 
Figure 14 shows the 4th file network neighborhood. This network is sparse despite the 
fact that a small part of it is very dense. Recall the Kendall tau of this network is 0.95. 
Again, we confirm that there exists a relation between Kendall tau and density of the 
network, that is, the higher the network density is the lower the Kendall tau gets.  
The node pair with the highest dispersion is (1, 97), and the pair with the highest 
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                                Figure 14  Sgraph complex network. 
 
 
In Figure 15 we plotted the correlation of the ranked lists returned by the competing 
methods in the form of a scatter plot. The plot is almost a straight line coinciding with 
the line y=x, which explains the Kendall tau=0.95. In other words, this means that the 
predictive capability of the two competing methods is practically the same.  
 
 
   Figure 15  Sgraph Scatterplot of Ranks. 
   1 
       
   97 
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Conclusions and Future Work 
 
 
     
 
Any time a new form of communication is invented -- the penny newspaper, Morse code 
and the telegraph, the ham-radio, TV, or computers -- men and women find ways to use 
that technology to find love [72]. Nowadays Online Social Networks have intruded in our 
lives and are giving birth to romantic relationships which are blooming  and dying  inside 
them. Crucial aspects of our everyday lives may be encoded in the network structure 
among our Friends, provided that we look at this structure under the right lens 
[57].Finding unexpected or hidden relationships in the network, is a crucial task for the 
managers/owners of the OSNs. It helps taking marketing decisions or for the 
organizational improvement of the OSN etc. 
 
Until now there are two approaches to tackle this problem. The first one is the notion of 
embeddedness and the second one is the notion of dispersion. Embeddedness is 
based on finding the number of mutual Friends for every pair of nodes in the network. 
The larger the amount of common Friends one pair shares, the bigger the possibility is 
for this pair to be romantically related. On the other hand, dispersion suggests that  the 
possible couples are those whose mutual Friends are not well connected to each other. 
According to new research the method of embeddedness is approximately 25% 
successful whereas the method of dispersion is 60% [57]. 
 
 We implemented both these methods and we tested them at four social networks of 
different size. We compared the results for each method using Kendall’s tau. 
Interestingly, the two approaches, embeddedness and dispersion, gave quite similar 
results. We confirmed that there exists a relation between Kendall tau and the density of 
the network, that is, the higher the network density is the lower the Kendall tau gets. 
Also there is deviation of the two methods when the graph is locally dense, but not so 
much as before. 
 
However the deviation of the two approaches is not so big. In the future we are going to 
test these methods for larger graphs. Also new methods should be implemented that 
will analyze better the widening of the social environment of the users through their 
romantic relationship. These methods are going to be based only to the structural 
synthesis of the networks and will be tested also at twitter network samples. 
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1 To differentiate the articulated list of Friends on SNSs from the colloquial term 
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